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Achieving Valuable Cybersecurity Patents
With growing concerns over the protection of confidential information, it is no
surprise that many in government and the private sector are concerned about
cybersecurity. To learn more, click here for 5 valuable tips.
To learn more, click here.

Recent Activities by Finnegan Partners  Cyber Special
Keeping Up With Software Patents: What Cyber Executives Need to Know
by Elliot C. Cook
Some cybersecurity companies have doubts about whether their softwarebased
inventions are patentable under U.S. law. But the doubters would be wrong, and
by not patenting their software inventions they are losing the most valuable assets
that their companies own.

Israel Partners Jeff Berkowitz and Gerson Panitch give Keynote speech at
Cybertech 2017
“Competitive Intelligence: How Cybertech Companies Are Patenting to Block You
(And What You Can Do About It),” providing insight on how a company can
develop blocking patents to gain exclusivity and boost valuation.

Finnegan Events
Israel Machine Vision Conference
March 26, 2017
Finnegan partner, Gerson Panitch, who helps protect leading Israeli machine
vision companies, is chairing this year’s IMVC Deep Vision Session.
Best Practices in Intellectual Property Conference (IPR)
March 2728, 2017, Tel Aviv
Five Finnegan partners, Jeff Berkowitz, Darren Jiron, Jen Swan, Elliot Cook, and
Gerson Panitch will address important and diverse patent topics including,
“Avoiding Costly Mistakes in Patent Prosecution,” “The Big Debate: Patent or what
else?”, “IP Prosecution. Analysis By Country,” and “Strategic Considerations in
Developing Your Patent Portfolio in Asia.”
The conference draws intellectual property experts, investors, and entrepreneurs,
as well as Israeli executives and IP professionals.

Bio Executive Forum
Finnegan partner Jen Swan, U.S. biopharma patent lawyer, presents “How
Patents are Changing in Complexity BioTech & BioMed Patents  What Could
They Look Like in the Year 2022?”

NEW!  Finnegan Vision/Finnegan Video
Get tips, ideas, and information on everything that is IP related from our partners
and clients.

About Finnegan
Finnegan is one of the world’s largest IP law firms and a goto source for Israeli companies. We represent
more than 100 of Israel’s leading and most sophisticated enterprises, helping navigate IP disputes and
patent infringement litigation, counseling on how to strategically protect technology to maximize value,
managing patent portfolios, and developing revenue streams through creative patenting and licensing. In
the words of Chambers USA, “Finnegan’s work is nothing short of exceptional.” www.finnegan.com
www.finnegan.co.il

Finnegan Resources
Finnegan publishes newsletters, blogs, and IP Updates that provide news, statistics, and analysis of recent
court decisions. Our newsletters and blogs focus on Federal Circuit practice, PTAB practice, trademark
and copyright law, patent prosecution and counseling, and IP licensing. To signup to receive newsletters,
blog posts, or IP Updates, please click here.
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